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ie when the points give no local motion. We further find that a discrimination between forward
and backward walking relies strongly on the movement of the lower leg, and becomes difficult
in the frontal view when the lower-leg movement is difficult to ascertain.

^ Perception of biological motion during locomotion in a virtual environment
S Mouta, J A Santos (Institute of Education and Psychology, University of Minho, Braga,
Portugal; e-mail: smouta@iep.uminho.pt)

The classical studies on the perception of biological motion (BM) use impoverished stimuli
without translation for the identification of moving patterns. A previous psychophysical study
demonstrated that a velocity match between translational point-light walker (PLW) was poorest
and greatly biased by background contrast when compared with rigid translational motion.
The current work combines two methodologies to develop the study of BM perception. A com-
putational method considers the quality and quantity of information presented by BM stimuli.
The impoverishment of PLW leads to a decrease of the body rigidity increasing the patterns
complexity. The relative motion between opposing vectors in complex patterns may contribute
to an impaired speed perception. We manipulated the structure of BM stimuli differentiating
complexity levels through an optic flow analysis. Moreover, the visual analysis of human motion
in a classical setup differs substantially from analysis under more realistic conditions. An action ^
perception paradigm in a virtual environment allows us to compare perceptive judgments raised by
different stimuli representations during locomotion and to gather visually guided motor responses.
[Supported by Foundation for Science & Technology, Portugal, Grant SFRH/BD/18265/2004.]

^ Ability to anticipate human action affects perceived audiovisual synchrony
K Petrini, F Pollick, M Russell (Department of Psychology, University of Glasgow,
Glasgow, Scotland, UK; e-mail: karin@psy.gla.ac.uk)

Aymoz and Viviani (2004 Vision Research 44 1547 ^ 1563) found that for biological movements the
lag between perceived changes in movement and those in other visual properties was suppressed.
They suggested that this effect might depend on humans' ability to anticipate the gestures by
simulating the observed action. We investigated this hypothesis by measuring the audiovisual
integration window of human actions. We created 42 point-light movies of a drummer performing
swing groove on a drumhead (ie 3 tempos62 levels of audiovisual congruence67 delays). Addi-
tionally, 42 movies were created by eliminating the drumhead. Absence of the drumhead induced
participants to observe the drummer movement when judging the synchrony, instead of focusing
on the impact of the stick on the drumhead. Twenty repetitions of each movie were presented in
two separate sessions for the two drumhead conditions, during which participants gave forced-
choice judgments of audiovisual synchrony. Our preliminary results show a substantial effect of
drumhead presence/absence on perceived audiovisual integration, suggesting that anticipation
due to action simulation changes perceived synchrony.
[Supported by The British Academy.]

^ Asymmetry of emotions expressed in full-body movement
C L Roether, L Omlor, M A Giese ô (Hertie Institute for Clinical Brain Research, University
of Tu« bingen, Tu« bingen, Germany; ô also University of Wales, Bangor, Wales, UK;
e-mail: claire.roether@medizin.uni-tuebingen.de)

The left half of the human face is more emotionally expressive than the right, as has been shown
using c̀himeric' pictures, with one hemiface replaced by the other's mirror image. This finding
has been interpreted as supporting a `right-hemisphere model' of emotion. Alternatively, it has
been discussed that asymmetry might be reduced for positive emotions. We investigated move-
ment and expressiveness asymmetries between left and right hemibody in emotional movement.
We compared movement amplitudes and kinetic energy between left and right joint angles in
emotionally expressive (angry, happy, sad, fearful) walking. `Chimeric walkers' were created by
animating an avatar with the joint movements of one body side replaced by those of the other,
with appropriate temporal alignment. Observers rated the expressiveness of the original anima-
tions, and of right ^ right and left ^ left chimerae. The left side of the body exceeded the right in
movement amplitude and energy for all emotions, especially in upper-extremity movement.
Higher expressiveness ratings for left ^ left than right ^ right walkers indicate that bodily emotion
expression is consistent with the right-hemisphere model.
[Supported by HFSP, EC FP 6 project `COBOL', Volkswagenstiftung.]
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